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Company management meetings and site visits are integral to our investment process. After two long years
of COVID restrictions, endless Zoom calls and minimal face-to-face interaction, it was great to travel across
Europe and meet infrastructure companies, regulators, brokers and peers.
While virtual meetings have clearly been a revelation, being on the ground and seeing the opportunities
and challenges impacting individual companies, different sectors and countries first-hand is still
unmatched.
This was a particularly unique trip given the breadth of headline issues facing both Europe and the UK –
including the Russia-Ukraine war, lingering COVID issues, the ongoing energy crisis, rampant inflation, travel
chaos and a worsening economic environment.
This is the 10th in our series of Trip Insights where we share our travel experiences. It follows a trip taken by
Sarah Shaw, Global Portfolio Manager, and Tasneef Rahman, Senior Investment Analyst, through Rome,
Milan, Zurich, Madrid, Paris, Frankfurt and London, meeting with management teams from regulated
utilities, renewables, communications and transport. In this piece, we highlight some interesting themes
and observations from the trip and, perhaps surprisingly, reiterate our overweight to the region.
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Trip agenda
Investor meetings included the following companies / regulators:
Company
Acea
Enav
Inwit
Enel
Ascopiave
Snam
Italgas
Iren
Terna
Hera
Mediobanca
Mediobanca
Mediobanca
Zurich
Zurich Airport ‘The Circle’
Iberdrola
Aena
Ferrovial
Redeia
Acciona Energia
EDPR
Endesa
Cellnex
Santander
Santander
JB Capital
Caixa Bank
Zurich
Vantage Towers
Fraport
Frankfurt Airport
ADP
Vinci
Getlink
National Grid
UBS
UBS

Sector/Topic
Utilities
Utilities
Telecommunications
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Telecommunications
Transport
Airports
Site visit
Utilities
Airports
Transport
Utilities
Renewables
Renewables
Utilities
Telecommunications
Transport
Macroeconomics
Utilities / Transport
Utilities / Transport
Airports
Telecommunications
Airports
Site visit – Apron tour
Airports
Transport
Transport
Utilities
European transport
Utilities

Location
Rome
Rome
Rome
Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan
Zurich
Zurich
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Zurich
Frankfurt
Frankfurt
Frankfurt
Paris
Paris
Paris
London
London
London
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The pent-up demand for travel is real and causing chaos. Photo on the left is from the Eurostar check in at Gare Du Nord in
Paris, while the photo on the right is from Frankfurt Airport which like many airports across Europe has struggled with baggage
handling.
Source: 4D

Politics
Politicians across Europe are scrambling to deal with the fall out of the COVID pandemic, the RussiaUkraine war, the associated energy crisis and growing inflationary pressures/growth issues – all of which
are driving a weaker economic outlook and rising interest rates. While the Eurozone member countries are
all facing similar challenges, we believe certain countries are responding better to these than others.
Significantly, the current energy situation has highlighted the need to balance environmental and social
targets. Governments are scrambling to uphold their net zero aspirations while ensuring their populous
have access to affordable power as they approach winter.

Ukraine/Russia
The costs from the Russia-Ukraine war are being felt across Europe and the rest of the world. European
dependence on Russia’s commodity reserves put pressure on prices globally and supply locally. A significant
energy crisis is already in play, and only getting worse in the lead up to winter.
Europe acknowledges the short-term difficulty in diversifying energy supply, with the major risk being
Russia completely shutting off gas. This clearly gives Russia a near-term bargaining chip. However, in the
longer term, the crisis has highlighted the need for supply diversification, and Europe is now fast tracking
the shift to renewables, faster permitting and opportunities from REPowerEU. As a result, the energy
transition is (and will be) the fastest growing infrastructure thematic over coming years, further eroding
Russia’s commodity strength over the medium term. But in the short term, Europe must adapt.
Interestingly, as we travelled across the continent, the war didn’t appear to be visibly impacting people’s
way of life or travel plans. While it was in the news and there was general concern, there was no real fear
of contagion at that time.
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UK
During our last venture through the UK in 2019, the newly appointed Prime Minister, Boris Johnson, was
the golden child of the Conservative Party, ready to deliver a Brexit solution. In two short years, Mr Johnson
has lost his shine after a multitude of political blunders. As a consequence, he tendered his resignation,
throwing the Conservative leadership into disarray as Europe closed for summer holidays and the UK faces
one of the worst cost of living crises in decades. It was clear from being on the ground in the UK that the
population feel Mr Johnson has a lot to answer for, including the current affordability crisis. It was also
clear that his replacement does not have an easy job, with opinion polling and local elections showing
sizeable swings towards the opposition parties amidst the various scandals of the Johnson-led government.
The Tory leadership contest is underway, with Liz Truss the clear front runner against Rishi Sunak. Cost of
living remains the key election issue amidst rampant inflation and soaring electricity bills. The energy price
cap, which dictates retail energy bills, has increased 54% from £1,277 to £1,971 in April. It will increase to
~£3,549 in October, and could potentially be above £5,000 by April 23. In this context, significant
government intervention is required to alleviate the immense pressure on households. Truss favoured tax
cuts rather than ‘government handouts’. Sunak has proposed a mix of higher taxation, and direct customer
support. Given the scale of the crisis, Liz Truss’ policies faced much criticism and she has since softened her
approach by not ruling out extra help with energy bills beyond just tax cuts.

France
Politically, France feels relatively stable post President Macron’s re-election earlier this year, but his party
and its allies lost their parliamentary majority at the legislative election in June. Governing as a minority
administration will mean much slower policymaking, and reform plans being watered down or blocked.
While it’s not immune to the current energy crisis, France’s control over the main energy producer, EDF,
has allowed the government to implement policies that help shield French consumers and households.
Meanwhile, Macron’s doubling down on nuclear energy provides medium / longer-term support for
France’s future energy needs and goals of net zero. Macron plans to:
•

Extend existing reactors’ useful life by 10 years (supporting short-term needs)

•

Build six third generation nuclear Evolutionary Power Reactors (EPRs) (first one by 2035)

•

Consider a further eight EPRs

•

Build a new nuclear energy university.

France is also a strong beneficiary of power interconnections across Europe. There are plans for increased
interconnections – Iberia is being fast tracked and the much-awaited Getlink owned Eleclink interconnector
between UK and France opened in June.
In addition to existing green energy targets, government intervention, nuclear goals and strong
interconnections should help France weather the current energy crisis better than some of its neighbours,
and keep social unrest contained.
As a visitor, we found the yellow vests to be pretty quiet, albeit strike action was well underway as the
unions push for better working conditions in a post-COVID world.

Germany
While politically relatively stable at the moment, we expect this could change very quickly as Germany
approaches winter with no solution to their dependence on Russian gas and other commodities. Russian
gas was expected to support their energy transition to renewables as they looked to exit both coal and
nuclear energy. However, amidst the energy crisis, the government has allowed certain coal fired power
plants to be reactivated, and it appears likely that they may reverse course on nuclear plants too in an
effort to plug the ongoing energy gap.
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Germany depends heavily on the import of key Russian commodities, including fuel oil (more than 60% of
total German fuel oil imports), coal (more than 30% of coal imports) and natural gas (more than 50% of
natural gas imports). This means the war in Ukraine, and the sanctions imposed by the European Union, will
have a greater impact on Germany than any of its peers.
Significant political support for increased investment in decarbonisation is positive for the economy
generally and the infrastructure sector. However, it won’t help come winter. While they have diversified
their energy supply, it’s unlikely this will be enough without adequate energy rationing, which remains a
concern.

Italy
Italy was a mess in 2019, and despite high hopes for a Draghi-led government and much-needed reform, a
recent breakdown in the coalition and call for new election take Italy back to square one. This added
political risk exacerbates the ongoing energy and cost of living crises plaguing most of Europe, and Italian
assets have been largely sold off by investors.
The upcoming election in late September is favoured to be won by a centre-right wing coalition led by the
far-right Brothers of Italy party. There is concern that the new government may not be capable of
delivering the reforms and investment needed for Italy to utilise its €200bn of EU COVID relief funds and
improve productivity and growth. Giorgia Meloni, the leader of the Brothers of Italy party, has rejected the
notion that they would jeopardise access to the funding. But, a unity government lead by Draghi would
have had a higher chance of success, so it’s difficult to see Italian political risk being alleviated anytime
soon.

Spain
Spanish elections are due in 2023, and the clear message from those we met was that we should expect a
change in government. The governing Socialist Party has lost significant support, and there’s an anticipated
shift to the right. The Andalusia elections occurred while we were in Madrid in late June, well and truly
highlighting this political shift, with the right-wing People’s Party securing a landslide victory in what has
been a traditionally Socialist Party stronghold. This was the third straight regional election to see a swing to
the right, and interestingly, no one we spoke to was surprised at the move.
The campaign will centre around economic issues, including the rising cost of living and affordability. We
expect the Socialist Party to be very pro-active on a populous front over the coming 12 months in an effort
to regain lost ground. Proposals are likely to support consumer spending, but could exacerbate regulatory
uncertainty, distort markets and widen the fiscal deficit. This could also see some pressure on corporate
profits and create near-term uncertainty for our infrastructure operators. However, we gain some comfort
from the fact that historical political intervention, contrary to contract or regulation, has been overruled by
the judicial system, with operators compensated. The corporates are confident that while the politicians
could create noise, the regulation and contracts are solid and supportive of the operators’ strategic
objectives.
A further safeguard rests with the EU who must approve any extraordinary measures Spain implements to
combat current economic issues. For example, in April, the European Commission allowed the government
to cap natural gas prices at €50 per megawatt-hour.
Importantly, a common goal for both leading parties is increased investment and a fast tracking of the
energy transition. This will only happen if the return profiles required by private sector investors are
supported.
We will be watching the campaign closely.
As an aside, we were in Madrid during the NATO summit, and commend Madrid for controlling the
mayhem. In the three days we were there, we didn’t miss a meeting, although we were diverted on one
occasion to avoid Biden’s huge entourage (a significant contrast to Sarah sharing a commercial Iberian flight
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from Helsinki with Finnish president Sauli Ninisto also attending NATO – seated in row 5). We also sat on
the tarmac for 90 minutes to allow political delegates’ priority take-off from a neighbouring airport. All in
all, a very smooth visit.

Madrid Offices of Iberdrola, one of the world’s largest renewable companies.
Source:4D

Economics
Volatile. That’s how we would describe the current economic environment and expect it to remain so for
the foreseeable future. All the numbers suggest that growth has stalled as inflation bites.
A recovery in activity after COVID, supported by monetary and fiscal policy, ongoing supply chain
disruptions and the Russia-Ukraine war has seen headline inflation spike. This has caused central banks
around the world to react, increasing short-term economic pressure.
However, maybe it’s not all doom and gloom – employment, worked hours and unemployment readings
reflect a strong recovery in the labour market. Total employment was at a record high in Q1, while worked
hours remain just 2% below Q4 2019. This should support consumption and demand in the short term, but
will too be at risk if the economic outlook continues to deteriorate.
While the data and outlook are not robust, our experience as we travelled through the various markets was
one of consumption. People were travelling, they were eating out, they were spending. After two years of
lockdown, a poor economic backdrop was not derailing consumers’ willingness to spend. While this may be
short lived, we do believe it provides some support going forward and the re-opening of Asia could add a
further boost once domestic trends have played out.

Spain
The economic recovery in Spain since mid-2020 has been slower than that in the rest of the eurozone. The
economy is vulnerable to the negative effect of higher inflation, driven by the surge in international prices
of oil, gas and other commodities. GDP growth was revised down again due to the effects of the protracted
Russia-Ukraine war on energy prices, economic confidence, supply chains and trade. That being said, the
economy is supported by increased tourist numbers and EU fund inflows. Further, Spain has zero direct
exposure to Russian gas, so Spain is better positioned than its peers to meet domestic energy needs, at
least at on the supply side. Market projections are still for the economy to grow 4.4% in 2022 and 3.1% in
2023, but with clear risk to the downside.
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France
France is less exposed to the commodity crisis, and is politically working on solutions to meet anticipated
shortfall. Economic growth is slowing, but the French economy has proven resilient since the pandemic,
and continued government support will soften the impact of high energy prices on consumers and
businesses. Internal demand has been relatively strong, albeit it’s expected to slow over coming quarters.
Positively, France is less exposed to trade tensions (low relative exports). Market projections are for the
economy to grow 2.2% in 2022 and 1.9% in 2023.

Germany
Headwinds have increased due to the Russia-Ukraine war, as well as ongoing shutdowns in China, with the
economy forecast to grow at a markedly softer pace this year. The war exacerbates supply chain
disruptions, pushing up commodity prices and weighing on industrial production. Further, a slowdown of
global trade will exacerbate the negative situation for the German economy as ~50% of its GDP is
dependent on exports and due to the industrial sector’s high weight on the economy at close to 25% of
GDP. The tighter labour market and wage gains should somewhat support private consumption despite
reduced purchasing power in the near term. However, we are increasingly concerned about Germany in the
lead up to winter as they have made little traction in reducing their dependence on Russian gas. Market
projections are for the economy to grow 2% in 2022 and 2.5% in 2023.

Italy
The political mess continues to be an overhang for the economy. The country needs a stronger government
that will support reform if Italy wants to start growing again – very much on hold economically until politics
improve. Put simply, productivity is a disaster in Italy, and it’s killing growth. On a positive note, they have
been reasonably successful in sourcing alternative gas supplies ahead of winter, and while this has no
doubt come at a cost, the availability is a positive. Market projections are for the economy to grow 2.6% in
2022 and 1.9% in 2023.

Infrastructure
While much is happening across the infrastructure landscape, and strategies have shifted over the past two
years, this trip really highlighted some strong thematics including:
•

Travel: the pent-up demand is real and causing chaos across the airport network – horrible user
experience but supportive for investor earnings and valuations.

•

Energy: the Russia-Ukraine war has created/highlighted significant issues for the energy sector.
While these are unlikely to be resolved quickly, creating near-term challenges, the investment
opportunities are significant and being fast tracked

We touch on each of these below, as well as wrap up a few other sector dynamics.

Airport industry
We saw and experienced first-hand the well-publicised travel chaos that has recently plagued the airport
sector. We had flights delayed, spent hours in customs and security lines, almost missed flights and, worse
still, Sarah lost her luggage, spending a few very frustrating hours at Heathrow tracking it down.
As a user, the experience was not a pleasant one. However, as an investor, there were some significant
positive takeaways.

Faster than expected traffic recovery
Airports report traffic numbers monthly, so it was already evident that the listed EU airports were tracking
better than earlier guidance suggested. This positive momentum was confirmed by all the management
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teams, and, a number have subsequently increased their traffic guidance and brought forward their
timelines for recovery to 2019 levels. As expected, it is the tourist and visiting friends and relatives (VFR)
traffic that has recovered fastest, while business travel continues to lag – although not by as much as
originally anticipated (Zurich highlighted that corporate travel was 26% of the total in 2019 and today is
>20%).
Certain airports, particularly in popular summer destinations such as Greece and Spain’s Balearic Islands
(Ibiza, Mallorca) are already well above pre-pandemic levels. Importantly, this traffic recovery has
happened without the return of the Asian tourist as core Asian markets, such as China, are still subject to
travel restrictions. This gives us confidence of ongoing solid traffic trends into 2023, despite the economic
overhang.

Higher retail spend per passenger (SPP)
Traditionally, Asian and Russian passengers tended to be the highest spending airport users. With much of
Asia (particularly Chinese travellers) still limited by border restrictions, and Russia under sanction,
traditional thinking would suggest SPP would drop. However, positively, SPP has been relatively robust, and
even higher in certain airports – with management suggesting a more carefree attitude towards spending
post pandemic as the reason. As one European airport CEO put it, “cheap Europeans are spending again”.
How long this effect will remain is uncertain, but for now it continues to be a tailwind for airports’ earnings
recovery. And over the medium term, we expect the return of the Asian tourist to further support the SPP.

Operational issues are not homogenous
Delays at airports caused by staff shortages and strikes amidst the travel recovery have been well
publicised. However, the operational issues are not homogenous, with some airports seemingly unaffected
as existing service levels are maintained. While we had to endure hours long queues at some airports, at
others we breezed through in minutes. Nevertheless, all operators were confident that operational issues
were a temporary blip (at least on their side), and most would be smoothed out by Q3 with execution on
hiring / retraining plans for staff and technology upgrades at security points. From a user perspective, we
applaud Zurich for their continued efficiency, and Spain for a relatively seamless experience. Importantly,
neither of these airports laid off significant staff during COVID, hence they are not facing the hiring issues of
their peers. But, this did come at a cost with higher cash burn through COVID.

Check-in desks at Zurich Airport are a stark contrast to most others in Europe.
Source: 4D
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Cost inflation
With disruption from strike action, rising labour and energy costs, the ability to pass inflation through into
tariffs is another key concern for investors. Here the different macro, labour dynamics and regulatory
frameworks give certain airports an advantage over others. Heathrow is in a strong position with a real rate
regulatory model. Zurich is also better insulated due to relatively low Swiss inflation. Those with large
capital projects/investment plans arguably face greater risk around cost/budget overruns. Frankfurt, Zurich
and AENA are all undertaking investment programs. Those with annual resets, such as Frankfurt, should
have a shorter time lag to reflecting inflationary pressure.
All airports are facing the operational energy cost headwind (although not a big cost driver) and risk of
higher fuel prices being passed through to ticket prices. While this is a concern as air traffic has historically
been more closely correlated to GDP growth than fuel prices, we are still monitoring the risk of both.

Rail/sustainable travel
A recurring long-dated concern from management teams and industry participants is sustainable travel.
Certain short haul routes are particularly at risk, given the EU’s push to limit flights on short haul
destinations and rail alternatives as part of its Sustainable and Smart Mobility Strategy. Naturally, there’s
also a strong focus by airport operators to cut CO2 emissions and reduce exposure to energy costs with
more onsite generation. The upside to this shift is the ability to reallocate less profitable short haul slots to
meet long haul demand, improving the overall per passenger profitability of the airport. This is not
immediate but is being strategically planned for by the airports.

Utilities
This subsector has been at the forefront of investors’ minds. On the one hand, you have concerns around
European energy supply and high power prices amidst the Russia-Ukraine war. On the other, it continues to
be one of the fastest growing infrastructure subsectors, with opportunities afforded by the energy
transition. It’s worth noting that 4D only invests in operators with majority regulated or contracted
earnings stream, so we are not as exposed to the current volatility of pricing.

Security of supply
Utilities acknowledge difficulty in diversifying energy supply, with the major risk being Russia completely
shutting off gas ahead of winter. Southern Europe is less exposed to a complete shut-off of Russian gas
compared to Northern Europe, with direct pipeline connections to North Africa and Central Asia through
Spain and Italy, as well as LNG regasification infrastructure (particularly in Spain). Importantly, Spain has no
direct exposure to Russian gas so is largely insulated on the supply side (not price though). Italy has been
effective in finding alternative sources for much of its Russian dependence, positioning them relatively well
ahead of winter. By contrast, the German situation remains a very real concern.

Growth in renewables, faster permitting and opportunities from REPowerEU
Renewable growth continues to accelerate in the face of the Russia-Ukraine war, both in Europe and the
UK. Almost all the companies we met have said they’ve seen an improvement in permitting times for
projects, although they acknowledge a lot more still needs to be done if ambitious decarbonisation and
Russian independence targets are to be met. Also, with the REPowerEU push, new short-/medium-term
opportunities have arisen for gas operators in storage, hydrogen and regasification.

Short-term divergence from the energy transition, potential rethink on nuclear
Countries are using more coal (and even delaying shutdown programs) to balance power prices for
consumers, despite environmental aspirations. Similarly, views around nuclear energy have, or at least
appear to be, changing in some countries as discussed earlier – this is a welcomed shift in the current
environment.
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Energy independence goes beyond Russia
The utilities are focussed on diversifying, not just energy supply, but also increasing independence in the
supply chain. Specifically, there is an increasing push to develop more solar panels and reduce dependence
on Asian and Chinese manufacturers, with a number of utilities developing their own manufacturing base.
This includes Enel, that is currently developing a solar panel gigafactory in Sicily.

High customer bills and energy market intervention
This continues to be a key headwind for integrated utilities and energy suppliers. Government intervention,
via price caps, windfall taxes etc. have dampened investor confidence and impacted utility margins.
Nevertheless, under current measures, it’s clear the share price reaction to date has been overdone for a
number of utilities, given the limited impact on earnings. Operators and industry participants in Southern
Europe also feel certain measures, such as windfall taxes, could potentially be recouped in the future (as
there’s precedent with similar past measures) as no actual excess profits are being made due to generation
being forward sold at fixed prices and not benefitting from high market prices. Still, pureplay transmission
and distribution operators, or non-retail exposed utilities, are clearly better placed against risk of
government intervention and there is always the risk of new or more stringent action.

Summary of energy market intervention across Europe

As of 15th August, 2022

Renewables returns
Utilities and developers are facing pressure on returns in the wake of cost inflation (some estimates of
~20%+) and supply chain challenges. However, contract/PPA prices are often accounting for these
increased costs – so, many companies remain comfortable with their return targets. Larger developers also
benefit from economies of scale in supply compared to smaller peers. There’s also an interesting trend for
many developers to take on merchant exposure in the current power price environment, with several
taking a view of higher for longer market prices.
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Climate change
The ongoing heatwave in Europe is causing havoc, with adverse impacts on generation (wind, hydro) and
even infrastructure networks (pipes, fire damage). Aside from lower generation output and subsequently
higher energy prices, there is also the risk of increased capex and regulatory penalties for certain utilities
which could impact returns (for example, UK water utilities are penalised for sewage and leakages). Over
the medium term, transmission, distribution, and water networks could potentially see higher investment
allowances to deal with the greater climate risk.

Diversified infrastructure/toll roads/rail
Stability in toll roads
French motorways are amongst the best performers globally post-COVID, with traffic in many roads above
pre-pandemic numbers. Similarly, US toll roads and managed lanes have also recovered close to pre-COVID
numbers and LATAM traffic numbers are also above 2019. Historically, toll roads have been one of the most
resilient user pay assets in a lower growth environment, and with explicit inflation hedges, are a solid
investment given the current economic outlook. The key risk is that the economic slowdown potentially
limits the pricing power for certain roads in some regions. While concession contracts are clear, political
intervention around tariff hikes can create near-term noise, even if the solution is net present value neutral
to the operator. Markets to watch on this front are France and Italy – both of which have historically looked
to prevent toll hikes in weak macro environments.

Rail resilient despite operational issues
Getlink, the major listed rail operator in Europe, has seen a strong recovery in passenger volumes on
Eurostar, helped by its high quality service offering and chaos at airports (our own experience saw lengthy
queues but an on-time and comfortable service). Shuttle traffic is still ~20% below pre-COVID numbers, and
are still challenged by bottlenecks related to post-Brexit checks. Interestingly though, market share has
increased vs ferries despite ~20% increase in pricing, whilst ferries are also hindered by oil surcharges. The
company’s Eleclink interconnector has benefitted strongly from high power prices / volatility, and will be a
tailwind to earnings.

Contracting and inflation
There are likely to be some challenges, especially on fixed price construction contracts. A number of
contractors have changed their approach in their orderbook with no new fixed price contracts being
offered in the current environment. However, margin pressure on existing contracts remain.

Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) / growth
M&A is clearly topical for all concession owners/operators given the number of high-profile recent deals
(such as Atlantia, JFK Terminal), potential sale of minority stakes (such as ADP, Schiphol, Getlink) and
upcoming government tenders / privatisations (such as Brazilian airports, US managed lanes). Diversified
infrastructure airport operators are increasingly challenging listed airports for assets. We see Getlink and
Heathrow airport as near-term targets within the listed space, and in the longer term, we wouldn’t rule out
someone taking a look at Ferrovial. As always, concerns around returns in the current environment of
capex inflation, as well as inflated bidding in M&A processes involving competition from PE, are things to
watch.
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Communications
Sector consolidation and M&A
M&A and sector consolidation were topical throughout our meetings given the ongoing Deutsche Telecom
Towers deal at the time, and concerns around listed operators such as Cellnex potentially overpaying for
these assets. We were pleased to see Cellnex retain its discipline, even though it meant missing out on the
DT portfolio. Also evident was focus on the motivations of MNO’s and their control over listed tower
companies and governance / minority protections.

Impact of higher inflation and interest rates
Tower operator earnings are relatively shielded from higher inflation and interest costs given inflation
linked contracts and largely fixed rate financing. Contract structure means some operators are better
poised to benefit from inflation / inflation upside than others. Nevertheless, the long duration nature of
these assets, has seen stock prices sell off which has created greater opportunities for long term value
creation.

Remain overweight Europe
Despite a difficult macro backdrop in Europe and globally, and even with the headwinds discussed above,
the trip actually reinforced our overweight to the region. We believe the share price corrections to date
have been overdone, with the current regional turmoil offering significant opportunities as well as nearterm risk. We have factored in the risk and believe the value proposition of the quality infrastructure names
is too great to ignore. In summary:
•
•

•
•

Airports: the recovery has been faster than expected, and while creating near-term user chaos, as
an investor, we benefit from stronger earnings and a robust outlook even without factoring in a
return of the Asian tourist.
Utilities: near-term working capital pressure as energy prices remain elevated. However, as
regulated operators, the earnings impact is minimal as proven by the utilities largely beating
expectations at H1 reporting. Importantly, the real need to diversify energy sources has fast
tracked sector investment, creating real growth opportunities.
Communications: well insulated from the current macro environment and offering very attractive
value, with potential upside from M&A.
Other: roads positioned well for a slower growth/high inflation environment with resilient traffic
and explicit inflation hedges, while rail is also benefiting strongly from the reopening trade.

As always, we maintain a diversified portfolio of high quality infrastructure names globally, and at the
moment believe Europe is offering an incredible mix of quality and value despite near-term headwinds.
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On the tarmac at Frankfurt Airport in front of a Boeing 747.
Source: 4D
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